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Glass transition accelerates the spreading of polar solvents on a soluble polymer
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We study the wetting of polymer layers by polar solvents. As previously observed, when a droplet of solvent spreads, both its contact angle and velocity decrease with time as a result of solvent transfers from the droplet to the substrate. We show that, when the polymer is initially glassy, the spreading velocity decreases steeply for a given value of the velocity, $U_g$. We demonstrate that those variations result from a plasticization, i.e. a glass transition, undergone by the polymer layer during spreading, owing to the increase of its solvent content. By analyzing previous predictions on the wetting of rigid and soft viscoelastic substrates, we relate $U_g$ to the viscosity of the polymer gel close to glass transition. Finally, we derive an analytical prediction for $U_g$, based on existing predictions for the water transfer from the droplet to the substrate. Using polar solvents of different natures, we show that the experimental data compares well to the predicted expression for $U_g$.

Poor dissolution of powders leading to lump formation is a common experience in industrial processes as well as in everyday life, however its causes remain poorly understood. It is generally admitted that wetting of powders by a liquid is the first step for dispersing powders in that liquid, and that it often constitutes the rate controlling process, rather than the following steps of imbibition and final dispersion [1]. In the past decades, a large experimental and theoretical effort has been devoted to the understanding of the wetting of non soluble substrates [2, 3], including polymeric substrates [4], but wetting by their solvent of soluble materials has been investigated only recently [5–7]. A straightforward experiment consists in depositing a droplet of solvent on a soluble substrate, and in simultaneously measuring the wetting angle and contact line velocity of the spreading droplet. Complex wetting behaviors have been reported in that simple geometry; in particular, a counter-intuitive effect is observed with polar solvents: large dynamic wetting angles can be measured although the substrate is soluble [5, 6, 8]. That behavior has been attributed to the exhibition of the material apolar groups to the interface with air [8]. Since the affinity of the solvent for the substrate increases as the substrate gets solvated, the wetting dynamics is controlled by the solvent content in the substrate [9]. Furthermore, analyses of the different solvent transfer processes from the droplet to the substrate have shown the major role of transport through the vapor phase [5, 8, 10]. In the course of a spreading experiment, the solvent content in the substrate ahead the contact line increases, owing mostly to condensation of the solvent evaporated from the droplet; as a consequence, the wetting angle strongly decreases together with the contact line velocity during spreading [6, 7, 10]. Solvent sorption is therefore a crucial parameter for the wetting of soluble materials, and the non-linearities in the sorption isotherm exhibited by polymeric substrates and their solvents can result in complex behaviors [7]. The solvoscopy, i.e. uptake of solvent versus vapor concentration increase, plays a critical role.

Many polymers involved in dissolution processes are in a glassy state at room temperature since amorphous forms generally have faster dissolution rates compared to their crystalline counterparts [11]. Nevertheless, when their solvent volume fraction increases, they can undergo a plasticization, i.e. a glass transition in solvent content, and reach a melt state. Glass transition is expected to strongly influence the wetting dynamics since it induces large variations of the solvent diffusion coefficient and solvent uptake in the polymer, as well as drastic changes in the mechanical behaviour (see Fig. 1). Within a small range of solvent content, the polymer evolves from a rigid solid, poorly solvoscopic and in which the solvent has a small diffusion coefficient, to a soft viscoelastic material, highly solvoscopic with a large solvent diffusion coefficient. The influence of the mechanical properties of the substrate on wetting dynamics has been established in the case of non soluble substrates: when soft and viscoelastic, the substrate is locally deformed at the contact line and the viscoelastic dissipation in the substrate may be larger than the viscous dissipation in the liquid [12–14] thus substantially impeding wetting. In the present work, we investigate the case of a substrate undergoing glass transition during the course of spreading, the transition resulting from the transfer of solvent from the spreading droplet to the substrate at room temperature. We show that the wetting angle of a polar solvent on an initially glassy polymer film abruptly decreases during spreading. We demonstrate how that effect results from glass transition, and we develop a model to quantitatively predict the velocity at which glass transition plays a role. We confirm the validity of our predictions with experiments performed with polar solvents of different volatilities.
The experiments were performed in a well controlled geometry: a 3 μL-droplet of solvent spontaneously spreads on a layer of polymer (maltodextrin, molecular mass 2500 g.mol⁻¹). The polymer layers are formed by either spin-coating or dip-coating maltodextrin solutions on silicon wafers. The thickness ε of the resulting layer ranges from 100 nm to 3.6 mm. In order to control the initial water volume fraction in the substrate φ₀, the samples are equilibrated in a sealed chamber of controlled humidity and the experiments are performed in the same chamber. The contact line is monitored from the side and the top by two synchronized video cameras. The recorded views allow for the simultaneous determination of the contact angle of the spreading droplet θ and its instantaneous velocity U. We check that quasi-stationary conditions hold. For sub-micron thick polymer films, interferences build up between the light reflected at the polymer/air and polymer/silicon interfaces. The resulting hue on the color images, recorded by the top video camera, is a function of the product the local average refraction index and thickness of the polymer layer ne [7], a change of hue therefore indicates a local thickness change. The sorption isotherm of maltodextrin in water was measured by thermogravimetric analysis. Figure 1a shows the variation of water activity a_w as a function of the water volume fraction in the polymer φ. As for most pairs of polymer and solvent, the sorption isotherm follows a Flory equation [15] and is strongly non-linear: at low humidity the polymer is poorly hygroscopic, whereas it becomes hygroscopic at large humidities. The self-diffusion coefficient of water in maltodextrin D_self at different water volume fractions φ was measured using a NMR technique [16–18] (See the Supplemental Material [19]). We further computed the mutual diffusion coefficient, which is the relevant quantity, using the Flory isotherm for φ < 0.6: D = D_self f(φ) ln(a_w). As shown in Fig. 1a, the diffusion coefficient drops down by two orders of magnitude between φ =0.4 and a few percents. Large variations are also observed for the viscosity of maltodextrin solutions (Fig. 1b) that were measured using a strain-controlled rheometer. Finally, the water volume fraction at glass transition φ_g was deduced from Differential Scanning Calorimetry (DSC) experiments made with samples of different initial water content. From the DSC and NMR data, the range of water content corresponding to glass transition spans φ_g ∼ [0.14; 0.22], corresponding to a_w ∼ [0.5; 0.65] at room temperature. Less volatile solvents of maltodextrin were used in the spreading experiments: 1,3propanediol, DMSO, and 2,3butanediol of respective saturation concentrations 4.24, 1.75 and 1.18 g.m⁻³, whereas it is 23 g.m⁻³ for water.

Figure 2a shows the contact angle vs. contact line velocity curves of a water droplet spreading on polymer layers with different initial water volume fractions φ₀. On the initially melt layer (φ₀ > φ_g), the initial value of the spreading angle is larger than 30°, and both velocity and contact angle further decrease with time as already observed in previous works [7]. That decrease results from hydration of the layer during spreading by water evaporation from the droplet and its further condensation on the substrate. When the substrate is initially glassy (φ₀ < φ_g), a decrease of both θ and U is also observed during spreading. However, at high velocities, the slope of the θ-U curve is smaller than the one on the melt layer, and at intermediate velocity values, the θ-U curve exhibits a kink that corresponds to an abrupt change of the spreading angle. This change of regime is observed with all the solvents tested provided the polymer is initially glassy and its thickness is in a range which is detailed later. The coordinates of the kink are denoted U_g and θ_g. We show in the following that the observed kink results from the transition from a glassy to a melt state undergone by the polymer layer in the vicinity of the contact line. We emphasize that although glass transition is characterized by rather smooth variations of the properties, the steep θ variations result from the simultaneous change of solvent sorption, solvent coefficient diffusion and mechanical properties of the substrate. Qualitatively, for U > U_g the substrate is poorly solvated and behaves as a poorly solvoscopic rigid material, dissipation therefore mainly occurs in the spreading liquid; as the substrate gets solvated, it turns to a highly solvoscopic soft viscoelastic material that is deformed at the contact line for U smaller than but close to U_g; dissipation then mostly
occurs in the substate. The degree of hydration can be observed during spreading through the Newton hues that appear close to the droplet on the top views. Figure 2c indeed shows that the substrate is weakly swollen before glass transition, whereas it is significantly swollen over distances from the contact line close to 1 mm when in a melt state (Fig. 2b). As discussed later, the observed swelling results from the solvation of the substrate, its deformation at the contact line occurring over distances too small to be visible on Figure 2b.

For a non soluble substrate, it has been shown that, if the substrate is rigid, dissipation occurs in the spreading liquid, and the wetting angle and contact line velocity are related through [20–22]:

\[ U = \frac{\theta \gamma_l (\cos \theta - \cos \theta_e)}{3\eta \ln r} \]  

(1)

Where \( \gamma_l \) is the liquid/air surface tension, \( \theta_e \) the static wetting angle, \( \eta \) the liquid viscosity, and \( r \) the ratio of a macroscopic length scale (the droplet radius) and a microscopic cut off length \( \kappa \), such that in \( r \approx 10 \) [13]. When the substate is a soft viscoelastic material of elastic modulus \( G' \), it deforms at the contact line, owing to the vertical component of the capillary force \( \gamma \sin \theta \) [12, 13]. The vertical displacement is \( \gamma \sin \theta/G' \), and can reach several microns for a gel of elastic modulus \( G' = 1 \) kPa. The deformed zone extends away from the contact line over a distance which is as well of a few microns, since it is given by the elastocapillary length \( \gamma/G' \). In that frame, the relation between wetting angle \( \theta \) and contact line velocity \( U \) on a non soluble soft substrate can be derived, provided a rheological model is chosen to describe the mechanical properties of the substrate. The Chasset-Thirion model used in ref. [13] is well suited to describe the behaviour of concentrated maltodextrin solutions [23]; the relaxation modulus writes \( G(t) = G_0 (1 + (\frac{t}{\tau})^{-m}) \), where \( G_0 \) is an elastic modulus, \( \tau \) a relaxation time and \( m \) an exponent. In that frame, a new \( U \) vs. \( \theta \) relation arises [13]:

\[ U = \left[ \frac{\gamma_l (2 \theta - \cos \theta)}{\gamma \sin^2 \theta} \right]^{1/m} \frac{\gamma}{{G_0}^{1/m}} \]  

(2)

where \( \gamma_l \) is the air/substrate surface tension. Both equations 1 and 2 are represented in Fig. 2 for given values of the equilibrium angle \( \theta_e \), surface tensions \( \gamma_s \) and \( \gamma_l \), and mechanical parameters \( \tau \), \( m \) and \( G_0 \). Although they are in qualitative agreement with the experimental data that exhibits larger slopes for \( U < U_g \) than for \( U > U_g \), those expressions do not provide a quantitative description for wetting on a soluble substrate. Indeed, in that case the volume fraction in the vicinity of the contact line varies with the velocity, but also with the distance to the contact line for a given velocity. This complexity prevents any further quantitative analysis. Equation 2 nevertheless provides an order of magnitude of the velocity \( U_g \). Since the term to the power \( 1/m \) is of the order of 1, and since \( \eta \approx G_0 \tau \), eqn. 2 actually yields \( \eta U \approx \gamma_l \). For \( \gamma_s \approx 0.1 N.m^{-1} \), the velocity \( U_g = 2.10^{-5} m.s^{-1} \) measured in the experiment of Fig. 2 corresponds to \( \eta \approx 5.10^{-4} Pa.s \), which is a good order of magnitude of the viscosity of maltodextrin with water volume fraction just above \( \phi_g \).

As explained earlier, the solvent volume fraction close to the contact line mainly results from condensation of the solvent evaporated from the droplet. As a consequence, the solvent volume fraction in the vicinity of the contact line may not only depend on the velocity, but also on the ability of the polymer layer to uptake water, and thus on its thickness. The \( \theta-U \) curves of Fig. 3 obtained with different substrate thicknesses exhibit a thickness dependence for thin enough substrates. For the two thickest layers and \( U > U_g \), the contact angle is identical within the experimental uncertainty whereas it is strongly thickness-dependent in all the other cases. In-

FIG. 2. (color online) (a) Contact angle as a function of contact line velocity of a water droplet spontaneously spreading on a 2.7 \( \mu m \) thick layer of maltodextrin. The experimental data (dots) was obtained at two different initial humidities. The gray line represents Eq. 1 with \( \theta_e = 16^\circ, \gamma_l=0.07 N.m^{-1}, \eta = 10^{-3} Pa.s \), and ln(r)=10 and the dashed black line Eq. 2 with \( \theta_e = 5^\circ, \gamma_l=0.1 N.m^{-1}, m = 0.75 \) and \( G_0 \gamma = 2 \times 10^6 Pa.s \). Inset: side view of a spreading droplet. (b,c) Color images from the top of a droplet of DMSO spreading on a 550-nm thick layer of maltodextrin. (b) \( U < U_g \); (c) \( U > U_g \). The scale bar represents 2 mm.
deed, the thinner the layer, the larger the solvent volume fraction is for a given solvent uptake. Consequently, the thinnest layers ($e = 100\text{nm}$ and $e = 250\text{nm}$) are solvated within a very short time and are observed to behave as melt layers although they are initially glassy. Oppositely, the thickest layer ($e = 3.6\text{mm}$) is never solvated enough during the experimental time to observe a change in wetting regime. Remarkably, for layers of intermediate thicknesses, the contact angle at which the wetting regime changes remains roughly constant at $\theta_g \sim 20 \pm 5$ for water droplets. That result is consistent with a change in wetting regime coinciding with glass transition: the wetting angle only depends on the water volume fraction in the substrate at the contact line, and thus $\theta_g = \phi_g$. A simple scaling of the $\theta$ vs. $U$ variations when $U < U_g$ can be inferred. At small velocity values and far enough from the contact line, solvent equilibrates along the film thickness within a time scale that is short compared to the other time scales. The substrate is then homogeneously solvated along the vertical direction. The distance from the contact line at which such a condition holds is given by [24]: $x_c = U^2 e/D$. If $x_c$ is smaller than a microscopic cut off length $\kappa$, the problem can be described with a 1D model, the only spatial coordinate being the distance to the contact line. The water concentration then depends on the substrate thickness $e$ and velocity $U$ through the product $eU$ only. In that simple description, it is in particular possible to compute the water volume fraction in the substrate as it is reached by the contact line, $\phi_c$.

Therefore, the wetting angle, which only depends on the water volume fraction $\phi_c$, is expected to be a function of $eU$ only. That result is well verified for all the data of Fig. 3 corresponding to velocities $U < U_g$ since they collapse on a master curve whatever the substrate thickness. Although the deviation from the master curve grows very slowly as the thickness increases, owing to the poor solvent sorption in that case, the scaling is not verified for $U > U_g$. Therefore, at $U = U_g$, the solvent has uniformly diffused over the substrate thickness at horizontal distances from the contact line larger than $\kappa$, and eq. 3 can be used to predict the value of $\phi_c$. Since velocity $U_g$ is actually reached when the water volume fraction at the contact line equals the water volume fraction at glass transition $\phi_c = \phi_g$, it yields for $U_g$:

$$U_g = \frac{1}{\phi_g - \phi_0} \frac{1}{e} \frac{D_c e_{cat}}{\rho} \ln r$$

That expression is compared to the experimental data in Fig. 4 where the measured values of $U_g$ are shown as a function of the substrate thickness $e$ for water droplets and different humidities. We find that $U_g$ varies as $1/e$ in agreement with Eq.4. The expression for $U_g$ was also tested with other solvents of maltodextrin. Those solvents present similar values of diffusion coefficients in air $D_c$, and volume fractions at glass transition $\phi_g$ but very different saturation concentrations $c_{sat}$. Thus in eq. 4, most of the $U_g$ solvent dependence, originates in the saturation concentration $c_{sat}$ that

\[\phi_c = \phi_0 + \frac{1}{U e} \frac{D_c e_{cat}}{\rho} \ln r \tag{3}\]

\[U_g = \frac{1}{\phi_g - \phi_0} \frac{1}{e} \frac{D_c e_{cat}}{\rho} \ln r \tag{4}\]
strongly varies according to the solvent. As expected, we observe a good collapse on the same curve of all the values of the quantity $U_g(\phi_g - \phi_0)/(D_v c_{\text{sat}})$ for different solvents. We therefore conclude that the mechanism of solvent evaporation from the droplet and its further condensation in the substrate ahead the contact line governs whether the substrate experiences or not a glass transition, and that glass transition is responsible for deep changes in the wetting dynamics. In conclusion, we demonstrate that a glassy polymer, substrate when wetted by a polar solvent, may melt ahead the contact line, at contact line velocity smaller than a critical value, which depends on the layer thickness. Glass transition of the substrate results in a sharp decrease of the wetting angle, controlled by the substrate deformation induced by the contact line pulling.